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In contrast to many of you,  I do not actively work on the top quark physics (my last 
paper with “top” in the title was 3 years ago), so  my understanding of many things is, 
probably,  outdated. 

However,  it is always interesting to come back after some time and reflect on  the 
changes.  

During this week, I got an impression that  during the recent  years, quite dramatic 
things happened both in theory and experiment in the top quark world. 

On the experimental side, it is an appearance of a  very large data sample, that keeps 
many of you busy. 

On the theory side, it is an emergence of high-precision predictions for multitude of  
processes with top quarks and the growing appreciation that great things can be done 
using  them. 

A large number of interesting results based on precise theoretical interpretation of 
equally precise measurements seems to be a hallmark of top quark physics right now -- 
and  perhaps the future of the collider physics in  the years to come. 
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ATLAS and CMS achieved spectacular results driving many models of physics 
beyond the Standard Model into regions of parameter space  that are difficult 
to access at the LHC.     We need to  think how to retrieve it from there. 

Exclusion limits for stops and gluinos after ICHEP2016

Gluino	decays	to	bb+LSP	

ICHEP2016,	Aug	9,	2016	 Searches	for	SUSY	 10	

Gluinos:	highest	SUSY	producCon	cross	secCon	
•  can	give	access	to	other	sparCcles	via	decay	chains	
•  here:	consider	decays	to	two	quarks	and	the	LSP	

Hadronic	search	with	b-jets	
•  ≥4	jets,	≥3	b,	no	lepton	(this	model)	
•  key	variables:	#b-jets,	MET,	meff,	mT,	large-radius	jet	masses			

ATLAS-CONF-2016-052	 Other	results	
•  CMS-SUS-16-014	
•  CMS-SUS-16-015	
•  CMS-SUS-16-016	

Top	squarks	(the	so:	side)	

ICHEP2016,	Aug	9,	2016	 Searches	for	SUSY	 20	

Direct	producCon		
•  Δm<m(W):	experimentally	challenging	but	could	explain	
DM	density	due	to	co-annihilaCon	

•  handles:	ISR	jets,	so:	leptons	

Hadronic	 CMS-SUS-16-029	 2	leptons	 CMS-SUS-16-025	

for	prompt	decays	
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One of the possible answers (or the only possible answer) is that future collider 
physics will be defined  by searches  for subtle effects -- precision physics at a 
hadron collider.  

These subtle effects  may arise in many ways; e.g.  their originators  can be too 
heavy to be seen, or  they can be light but know how to blend into a background. 

Animal refuge
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We will have to find a way to understand what they are.

One of the possible answers (or the only possible answer) is that future collider 
physics will be defined  by searches  for subtle effects -- precision physics at a 
hadron collider.  

These subtle effects  can arise in many ways; e.g.  their originators  can be too heavy 
to be seen, or  they can be light but know how to blend into a background. 
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The success of this endeavor  requires several things:  

- superb experimentation; 

-- understanding which  questions should  be asked and  where the interesting 
things can  hide;

-- ability to describe hadron collisions from first principles with maximal 
attainable (and still sensible) precision;

Cross-talk between  experts in different theory areas  and experts in experiment  is 
crucial; it is only this cross talk that will allow us to move forward towards the 
common goal  --  finding physics beyond the Standard Model or at least constraining 
it from precision LHC measurements. 

It is amazing to see  how beautifully  and efficiently this cross talk works in the top 
quark community. 
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This inter-connectivity  seems to be required by the very nature of the top quark -- 
a particle that has something for everyone. 

1) it is unusually heavy and interacts unusually strongly  with the Higgs boson; in 
fact so strongly that it can destabilize our vacuum; 

2) it is part of a flavor puzzle but its role in it is not at all clear;  

3) it may be expected to talk directly to the Dark Side but we do not know 
how and if at all;

4) it has the  capacity to annoy those of us  who do not care about the top by 
directly interfering  with searches for other interesting things at the LHC; 

5) it is the only “free” color particle that we can observe and whose properties 
we, therefore, can describe in great detail  from first principles.

For points 1-3: see the keynote by N. Craig and talks by  Frugluele, Panico, Kilic, Takeuch 
at the mini-workshop
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According to a “famous relativist”, top physics is just two numbers....  But why 
two?  Even according to PDG there are many more ... 
Citation: C. Patrignani et al. (Particle Data Group), Chin. Phys. C, 40, 100001 (2016) and 2017 update
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2
+)
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3 e Top = +1

Mass (direct measurements) m = 173.1 ± 0.6 GeV [a,b] (S = 1.6)
Mass from cross-section measurements) m = 160+5

!4 GeV [a]

Mass (Pole from cross-section measurements) m = 173.5 ± 1.1 GeV
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Full width ! = 1.41+0.19
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W b
"

/!
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W q (q = b, s, d)
"

= 0.957 ± 0.034 (S = 1.5)

t-quark EW Couplingst-quark EW Couplingst-quark EW Couplingst-quark EW Couplings

F0 = 0.685 ± 0.020
F! = 0.320 ± 0.013
F+ = 0.002 ± 0.011
FV +A < 0.29, CL = 95%

p

t DECAY MODESt DECAY MODESt DECAY MODESt DECAY MODES Fraction (!i /!) Confidence level (MeV/c)

t " W q (q = b, s, d) –
t " W b –

t " !"! anything [c,d] ( 9.4±2.4) % –
t " e "e b (13.3±0.6) % –
t " µ"µ b (13.4±0.6) % –
t " qq b (66.5±1.4) % –

"T = 1 weak neutral current (T1) modes"T = 1 weak neutral current (T1) modes"T = 1 weak neutral current (T1) modes"T = 1 weak neutral current (T1) modes

t " Z q (q=u,c) T1 [e] < 5 " 10!4 95% –
t " !+qq# (q=d ,s,b; q#=u,c) < 1.6 " 10!3 95% –

b! (4th Generation) Quark, Searches forb! (4th Generation) Quark, Searches forb! (4th Generation) Quark, Searches forb! (4th Generation) Quark, Searches for

Mass m > 190 GeV, CL = 95% (pp, quasi-stable b#)
Mass m > 755 GeV, CL = 95% (pp, neutral-current decays)
Mass m > 675 GeV, CL = 95% (pp, charged-current decays)
Mass m > 46.0 GeV, CL = 95% (e+ e!, all decays)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 2 Created: 5/30/2017 17:13
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 In fact it is the only quark (and the only particle for  that matter) that officially 
got THREE(!)  different masses according to PDG  !
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The situation becomes even more confusing  if we consider the SM as a low-
energy approximation to a true theory and give  up the requirement of the 
renormalizability.  Then, the number of “parameters’’ that play a role in top 
quark  physics increases and becomes, essentially, infinite... 

Reducing the number of these parameters back to something reasonable  will 
require the discovery of the UV completion of the SM; a holy grail of the high-
energy physics.    

Can it be that the “famous relativist” already secretly knows it ... ?

  

Top quark anatomy

• �ere are (at least) 28 anomalous operators a7ecting production & decay dynamics

• A global (28-dimensional) approach is impossible

• �is completely obscures access to       interactions 

→  Is there a way to simplify the analysis without diminishing the physics modeling? 

       

6/17
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In what follows I will discuss what we know about  parameters that affect the 
top quark physics  and how we expect to learn more about them.  I will start 
with the most important one -- the top quark mass. 
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Paolo
You measure the 

pole mass

Yes, Sir
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The top quark mass: the beauty and the beast  

Fate of the vacuum

Thus, the lifetime of the Standard Model universe is

⌧SM =

✓
�

V

◆�1/4

= 10139
+102
�51 years (6.27)

That is, to 68% confidence, 1088 < ⌧SM
years

< 10291. To 95% confidence 1058 < ⌧SM
years

< 10549.
To be more clear about what the lifetime means, we can ask a related question: what is

the probability that we would have seen a bubble of decaying universe by now? Using the
space-time volume of our past lightcone [15], (V T )light-cone =

0.15
H4

0
= 3.4 ⇥ 10166 GeV�4 and

the Hubble constant H0 = 67.4 km
s Mpc

= 1.44 ⇥ 10�42 GeV, the probability that we should
have seen a bubble by now is

P =
�

V
(V T )light-cone = 10�516�409

+202 (6.28)

Since the bubbles expand at the speed of light, chances are if we saw such a bubble we would
have been destroyed by it; thus it is reassuring to find the probability of this happening to
be exponentially small.

The phase diagrams in the mt/mh and mt/↵s planes are shown in Fig. 2. In these
diagrams, the boundary between metastability and instability is fixed by P = 1, where P is
the probability that a bubble of true vacuum should have formed without our past lightcone,
as in Eq. (6.28). The boundary between metastability and instability is determined by the
gauge-invariant consistent procedure detailed Section 6.2 (and in [17, 38]). Although the
absolute stability boundary is close to the condition �? = 0 in Eq. (6.14), it is systematically
higher and a better fit to the curve for �? = �0.0013.

Varying one parameter holding the others fixed, we find that the range of mpole
t , mpole

h or
↵s for the SM to be in the metastability window are

171.18 <
mpole

t

GeV
< 177.68, 129.01 >

mpole
h

GeV
> 111.66, 0.1230 > ↵s(mZ) > 0.1077

(6.29)
Numbers on the left in these ranges are for absolute stability and on the right for metasta-
bility.

To be absolutely stable, the bounds on the parameters are
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Figure 2: (Top) phase diagram for stability in the mpole
t /mpole

h plane and closeup of the SM
region. Ellipses show the 68%, 95% and 99% contours based on the experimental uncertain-
ties on mpole

t and mpole
h . The shaded bands on the phase boundaries, framed by the dashed

lines and centered on the solid lines, are combinations of the ↵s experimental uncertainty
and the theory uncertainty. (Bottom) phase diagram in the mpole

t /↵s(mZ) plane, with un-
certainty on the boundaries given by combinations of uncertainty on mpole

h and theory. The
dotted line on the right plots is the naive absolute stability prediction using Eq. (6.14).
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(To rule out absolute stability: reduce top quark mass uncertainty below 250 MeV)

State of the art: [Andreassen, 
Frost, Schwartz ’17]

Uncertainty equal parts mt, 
αs, threshold corrections
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Figure 2: Upper: RG evolution of � (left) and of �� (right) varying Mt, ↵3(MZ), Mh by
±3�. Lower: Same as above, with more “physical” normalisations. The Higgs quartic coupling
is compared with the top Yukawa and weak gauge coupling through the ratios sign(�)

p
4|�|/yt

and sign(�)
p

8|�|/g2, which correspond to the ratios of running masses mh/mt and mh/mW ,
respectively (left). The Higgs quartic �-function is shown in units of its top contribution, ��(top
contribution) = �3y4t /8⇡

2 (right). The grey shadings cover values of the RG scale above the
Planck mass MPl ⇡ 1.2⇥ 1019 GeV, and above the reduced Planck mass M̄Pl = MPl/

p
8⇡.
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SM Higgs quartic runs negative in UV, 
implying metastability/instability[Buttazzo et al. 1307.3536]

[Andreassen, Frost, Schwartz ’17]

[Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi, Petronzio, '79; 
Hung '79; Lindner 86; Sher '89; …]
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SM Higgs quartic runs negative in UV, 
implying metastability/instability[Buttazzo et al. 1307.3536]

[Andreassen, Frost, Schwartz ’17]

[Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi, Petronzio, '79; 
Hung '79; Lindner 86; Sher '89; …]

See talks by P. Nason, N. Craig, A.Salvio

for the vacuum 
stability
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The top quark mass is measured very precisely ( mt = 172.4(5) GeV) but there is an 
important question about what  this result   means since numerical  differences  
between top quark masses defined in different perturbative schemes are known to be 
large (up to several GeV).  

It is often stated  that the  ``Monte Carlo mass’’ is measured by CMS and ATLAS but 
this notion is quite confusing. 

There are two issues  related to top quark mass measurements  that are often lumped 
together :

1) “intrinsic’’ effects that make the notion of the top  quark pole mass theoretically ill-
defined;  this problem was shown to be irrelevant for the LHC top quark mass 
determinations  ( O(100-200) MeV irreducible error).   Recall, however,  that  to rule out 
metastability of our vacuum, the error on the mass should be below 250 MeV. 

2) generic non-perturbative effects that affect the extraction   of the top quark mass  in 
experiments (MC mass is perhaps a short-hand notation for that).  
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Similar to a measurement of any other observable  at hadron colliders, extraction of the 
top quark mass is affected by non-perturbative effects.  This is an issue that exists even 
if a short-distance mass definition for the top quark mass is chosen. 

 Let us imagine an idealized situation where parton shower  is not needed for the 
extraction of the top quark mass  but an observable, from which  the top quark mass is 
determined, is predicted with the standard QCD accuracy, i.e. up to power corrections.

To improve  on that, we  need  to carefully study observables that are used to 
extract the top quark mass and understand non-perturbative  corrections to them.

@T

@mt
⇠ k

T

m

For a typical observable, k=1,  n=1; this implies that the top quark mass  can not be 
extracted  with precision that is better than the non-perturbative QCD scale.  
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Currently,  the non-perturbative effects are estimated using existing parton showers
(hadronization,  underlying event, color reconnection etc.).  

When we claim that  we measure the mass of the quark with the uncertainty of  O(600) 
MeV, we claim that 
-we control kinematics of top decay products to a level of O(200) MeV 
- we are sure that Nature has no means -- beyond already included in a parton shower -- 
to provide  additional 200 MeV of energy  to, say, a b-quark produced in a decay of  a 
top.   

This is a strong claim whose validity is hard to quantify. One possibility is to study the 
top quark mass as a function of the kinematic cuts, hoping to detect the inconsistencies.

or as a function of the pseudo-rapidity (!) of the hadronic decaying top is sensitive to color
reconnection. The influence of initial and final state radiation can be investigated by looking
at the top-quark mass as a function of the invariant mass of the tt̄ pair or as a function of the
transverse momentum (pT ) of the tt̄ pair. To test the sensitivity to the b-quark kinematics, the
top-quark mass is measured as a function of the transverse momentum or the pseudo-rapidity
of the b-jet assigned to the hadronic decaying top quark. The mass distribution as a function of
the distance between the b- and b̄-jets (!Rbb̄ =

!

!!2 +!"2) is also scrutinized (see Figure 1).
Even if the statistical error on these di"erential measurements is still large, there is currently
no indication of specific biases due to the choice of generators.

Figure 1: Di"erential top-quark mass measurements as a function of the separation of the light-
quark jets (left) and of the b-quark jets (right) performed by CMS [8] compared to several MC
predictions.

2 Mass extraction from the tt̄ cross section

The principle for the mass extraction from the tt̄ cross section is to compare the experimental
measured tt̄ cross section with the one computed theoretically. Both the experimental and
theoretical cross sections depend on the top-quark mass but the dependence is di"erent in
the two cases. In the experimental case, the dependency comes from the acceptance cuts
while in the theoretical case, it originates from the matrix element. The advantage of this
alternative method lies in the fact that it allows to extract a top-quark mass in a well-defined
renormalization scheme (the one that in used in the theory computation) in contrast to the one
that is implemented in the MC generators. This method has however the drawback that it is
less precise than direct measurements.

This determination of the top-quark mass has been performed by the D0 Collaboration
using the tt̄ cross section measured in the #+jets channel using b-tagging requirement with
5.4 fb!1. This measured cross section is the one that exhibits the weakest dependence on the
top-quark mass. The variation of the measurement as a function of the MC mass (mMC

t ) is
parametrized using a third-order polynomial divided by the mass to the fourth power. As
theory input cross section, the next-to-leading order (NLO), the NLO including next-to-leading

2 TOP2013
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2 TOP2013

Further studies of these type with higher statistics are 

extremely worthwhile.

Currently,  the non-perturbative effects are estimated using existing parton showers
(hadronization,  underlying event, color reconnection etc.).  

When we claim that  we measure the mass of the quark with the uncertainty of  O(600) 
MeV, we claim that 
-we control kinematics of top decay products to a level of O(200) MeV 
- we are sure that Nature has no means -- beyond already included in a parton shower -- 
to provide  additional 200 MeV of energy  to, say, a b-quark produced in a decay of  a 
top.   

This is a strong claim whose validity is hard to quantify. One possibility is to study the 
top quark mass as a function of the kinematic cuts, hoping to detect the inconsistencies.
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What is a MC mass?  A simple answer is that the MC mass is the mass in the event 
generator.  But this is not very helpful -- given how many MC’s (and there versions) are 
there, the top quark will get more than three masses  in the PDG booklet if you succeed 
in measuring them.

Consider the total cross section at leading  order in perturbation theory. The matrix 
element computation and the PS computation should agree.  Therefore, the  MC mass is 
the pole mass. 

However, consider now a different scenario.  Suppose that we infer the mass of the top 
quark from its decay products subject to shower. Parton showers apply   IR cut-off to 
energies of  generated partons; below that cut-off  the radiation is treated non-
perturbatively. Let us  call this cut-off      .  

To what extent one can and needs to talk about MC masses, depends on the details of 
the measurement and, in particular,  on  how non-perturbative and perturbative 
radiations are combined.  This is extremely confusing and I prefer to stay with the 
picture that non-pert. effects are there and that they need to be understood. 
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Figure 14. The pT,t/t̄ (left) and mtt̄ (right) distributions for LHC 13 TeV. Error bands are from scale
variation only.

Second, we would like to emphasise that besides pdf errors, the results we present here

will also be a↵ected by the resummation of collinear logs and possibly by EW e↵ects. Those

contributions will require dedicated future studies. In any case the NNLO QCD result com-

puted in this work o↵ers the base for such future additions.

6 Conclusions

The main result of this work is the extension of the recently computed NNLO QCD di↵erential

distributions for stable top quark pair production at the LHC beyond the small pT /mtt̄ regime

studied so far at LHC Run I. The results derived here make it possible to describe stable top

quark production into the multi-TeV regime which will be explored in detail during LHC Run

II. We have presented high-quality predictions for most top-quark distributions for both LHC

8 TeV and 13 TeV. Our results are in the form of binned distributions and are computed

with three di↵erent pdf sets. All results are available for download in electronic form with

the Arxiv submission of this work. The relatively small bin sizes for our results, coupled with

their small Monte Carlo errors, would allow one to easily produce high-quality analytic fits to

all distributions. We expect that such fits could subsequently be used for further rebinning to

a di↵erent bin size, at the expense of tolerable errors. This way our results could be extended

to accommodate diverse bin configurations; in order to also allow for a (fast) change of parton

distribution sets we will release in the near future our results as fastNLO library tables. This
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Clearly,  landmark calculations. Useful 
to test  cross sections and distributions.  
Adored by experimentalist.  A question 
-- when we will get a NNLO for this or 
for that --  is one of the most frequently 
asked. 

Talks by A. Papanastasiou, D. Pagani, S. Schumann, A.  Ferroglia, J. Gao, P. Nason, N. Craig

NNLO QCD + NLO EW
results are avilable for 
top pair  production and 
the single top. 
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Figure 6: ��(⇤+, ⇤�) for tt̄ production, t̃¯̃t production, and tt̄ production with spin correlation
turned o⇥ (i.e., the di⇥erential rates for production and decay are factorized and we randomize the
top helicities in between). Notice that, from the point of view of this variable, stops are essentially
the same as spin-uncorrelated tops. Also, polarization e⇥ects are small, as left- and right-handed
stops have the same distribution.

hypothesis that a spin-correlated tt̄ sample has O(10%) contamination from scalar events,

which approximately look like spin-uncorrelated tops.3

When the LSPs are soft, stop events are similar to top pair events without correlation.

This is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows one distribution, ��(⇤+, ⇤�), which is sensitive

to spin correlations, and for which stops look like tops with spin correlation turned o⇥. We

have calculated the observable for tops with MC@NLO [72, 73] at parton level, and checked

that corrections from varying the top mass and the renormalization and factorization scales

are small relative to the shift that would arise from adding a sample of stops to the tops.

This observable has been studied by ATLAS to probe the existence of spin correlations in

tt̄ production, but so far only in early data and with rather large error bars [74].

In order to confirm the SM top pair spin correlation Ref. [45] proposed a method using

full matrix elements with and without spin correlation. This method has been implemented

experimentally in Tevatron searches [75, 76], which observed evidence for spin correlation

in both the dileptonic and semileptonic channels. Since many more top events are produced

at the LHC than at the Tevatron, we are expecting a more precise measurement at the

LHC of the tt̄ spin correlation. Any deviation from the SM prediction will be a sign of

new physics. In the presence of light stops, we will observe a mixture of correlated and

uncorrelated top pairs. In the following, we discuss the use of the matrix element method

in stop searches. We concentrate on the dileptonic channel in the following discussion.

3One other e�ect that could play a role in angular distributions turns out to be unimportant for us: the

stop can be mostly right-handed or mostly left-handed (as some theoretical models predict; see e.g. [24]),

and so the tops coming from the stop decays can be polarized. While it can be an appreciable e�ect if the

mass splitting between top and stop is large [70, 71], it is a small e�ect in the stealthy regime, as we have

checked explicitly. Hence, we will not discuss it further.
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Spin correlations: proposed 
by Z. Han, A. Katz, D. Krohn, 
MR, arXiv:1205.5808
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FIG. 1: E�ciencies and acceptances for stop pair production (left) and top pair production with one or two tops decaying to
stop and neutralino (right) in the CMS top cross section measurement considered [46]. The e�ciencies are normalized to the
SM top e�ciency of 0.12. Solid lines refer to a right-polarized stop (blue for the case of bino LSP, purple for the gravitino
LSP), while dashed lines to a left-polarized stop (red for bino LSP and orange for gravitino LSP). We use Pythia for 2(t ! t̃)
(dotted magenta), neglecting polarization and o↵-shell e↵ects.

Procedure: In practice, in the presence of a SUSY
contamination, the measured cross section is

�exp
tt̄ = �tt̄(mt)

✓
1 +

✏t̃t̃⇤(mt,mt̃,m�0
1
)

✏tt̄(mt)

�t̃t̃⇤(mt̃)

�tt̄(mt)

◆
(1)

where with ✏ we collectively denote the e�ciency and
acceptances for an event to be selected by the experi-
mental analysis. We keep the explicit mass dependence
of the various quantities, and for simplicity we include
only the top squark pair production contribution. This
formula gets further modified if the top is kinematically
allowed to decay to a stop, as described below. Note that
throughout this paper, we assume the stop always decays
to a lighter neutralino, leaving the possibility of decays
to charginos for future work.

For mt̃ ⇠ mt, �t̃t̃⇤ ⇠ 26 pb at
p
s = 7 TeV. Tak-

ing the e�ciencies ✏tt̄,t̃t̃⇤ to be the same, and adding
the theoretical and experimental uncertainties in quadra-
ture, one naively expects to set upper bounds at 95%C.L.
on �t̃t̃⇤ of 45 pb and 25 pb by using the SM NLO+NLL
and NNLO+NNLL predictions for �tt̄ respectively. This
clearly indicates that it was not possible [5] to use our
proposed method before the NNLO results were avail-
able. A similar result persists in a more careful analy-
sis [62] as illustrated below.

We now describe our method in detail. For concrete-
ness we focus on the CMS 7TeV 2.3 fb�1 cross section
measurement [46], based on dileptonic tt̄ final states and
using a cut and count approach, providing a measure-
ment uncertainty ��tt̄/�tt̄ ⇠ 4.5%, comparable to the
most precise LHC measurements. It is useful for illustrat-
ing our method, since, contrary to those analyses based
on multivariate (MVA) techniques, it allows us to repro-
duce fairly well its results without a detailed knowledge

of the unpublished inner workings of the analysis. More-
over, cut and count analyses tend to be more inclusive
than MVA ones and therefore they may accept a larger
fraction of the contaminating SUSY signal. We stress
that ultimately the study proposed here should be per-
formed directly by the experimental collaborations.

In the following we first discuss the case where the SM
top mass is known and use mt = 173.3 GeV. This as-
sumes that a possible stop contamination in the tt̄ sample
does not bias current top mass measurements. We leave
the investigation of this question to future work [64],
while we limit ourselves to showing its implications by
relaxing this assumption later in this letter.

The quantity in (1) that needs to be estimated
is ✏t̃t̃⇤/✏tt̄. For this purpose we generated events
with MadGraph 5 [65], showered and hadronized with
Pythia 6.4 [66], and performed jet clustering using Fast-
Jet 3.0 [67, 68]. Both o↵-shell and on-shell decays of the
top and stop have been properly included. In particular
we find that o↵-shell e↵ects are important also for the
region mt̃ > mt. We have implemented the CMS analy-
sis in the ATOM package [69] and validated it with the
information provided in the experimental paper. We find
very good agreement comparing the t̄t acceptance ⇥ ef-
ficiency, see Table I. Additional cross checks have been
performed with PGS4 [70].

To further reduce the recasting uncertainties, we will
always use the ratio ✏t̃t̃⇤/✏tt̄ with both ✏’s estimated with
the same tools. We use the NLO+NLL expression for
the stop cross section [71–73] and neglect SUSY e↵ects
in the top production cross section [74, 75] since they are
negligible for the spectrum considered here. Our findings
are shown in Fig. 1a for a massless lightest SUSY particle
(LSP). The e�ciency for stop pair production relative to
top quickly drops for mt̃ < mt, but it is still sizable for

Cross section (NNLO 
theory): studied by Czakon, 
Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, 
Weiler 1407.1043

ATLAS has now followed up on these two theoretical 
proposals with recent experimental publications: you’ll 
hear more about them in Frank Wuerthwein’s talk!

Spin correlations  
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SM measurements vs. BSM
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new physics. In the presence of light stops, we will observe a mixture of correlated and

uncorrelated top pairs. In the following, we discuss the use of the matrix element method

in stop searches. We concentrate on the dileptonic channel in the following discussion.
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where with ✏ we collectively denote the e�ciency and
acceptances for an event to be selected by the experi-
mental analysis. We keep the explicit mass dependence
of the various quantities, and for simplicity we include
only the top squark pair production contribution. This
formula gets further modified if the top is kinematically
allowed to decay to a stop, as described below. Note that
throughout this paper, we assume the stop always decays
to a lighter neutralino, leaving the possibility of decays
to charginos for future work.
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ture, one naively expects to set upper bounds at 95%C.L.
on �t̃t̃⇤ of 45 pb and 25 pb by using the SM NLO+NLL
and NNLO+NNLL predictions for �tt̄ respectively. This
clearly indicates that it was not possible [5] to use our
proposed method before the NNLO results were avail-
able. A similar result persists in a more careful analy-
sis [62] as illustrated below.

We now describe our method in detail. For concrete-
ness we focus on the CMS 7TeV 2.3 fb�1 cross section
measurement [46], based on dileptonic tt̄ final states and
using a cut and count approach, providing a measure-
ment uncertainty ��tt̄/�tt̄ ⇠ 4.5%, comparable to the
most precise LHC measurements. It is useful for illustrat-
ing our method, since, contrary to those analyses based
on multivariate (MVA) techniques, it allows us to repro-
duce fairly well its results without a detailed knowledge

of the unpublished inner workings of the analysis. More-
over, cut and count analyses tend to be more inclusive
than MVA ones and therefore they may accept a larger
fraction of the contaminating SUSY signal. We stress
that ultimately the study proposed here should be per-
formed directly by the experimental collaborations.

In the following we first discuss the case where the SM
top mass is known and use mt = 173.3 GeV. This as-
sumes that a possible stop contamination in the tt̄ sample
does not bias current top mass measurements. We leave
the investigation of this question to future work [64],
while we limit ourselves to showing its implications by
relaxing this assumption later in this letter.

The quantity in (1) that needs to be estimated
is ✏t̃t̃⇤/✏tt̄. For this purpose we generated events
with MadGraph 5 [65], showered and hadronized with
Pythia 6.4 [66], and performed jet clustering using Fast-
Jet 3.0 [67, 68]. Both o↵-shell and on-shell decays of the
top and stop have been properly included. In particular
we find that o↵-shell e↵ects are important also for the
region mt̃ > mt. We have implemented the CMS analy-
sis in the ATOM package [69] and validated it with the
information provided in the experimental paper. We find
very good agreement comparing the t̄t acceptance ⇥ ef-
ficiency, see Table I. Additional cross checks have been
performed with PGS4 [70].

To further reduce the recasting uncertainties, we will
always use the ratio ✏t̃t̃⇤/✏tt̄ with both ✏’s estimated with
the same tools. We use the NLO+NLL expression for
the stop cross section [71–73] and neglect SUSY e↵ects
in the top production cross section [74, 75] since they are
negligible for the spectrum considered here. Our findings
are shown in Fig. 1a for a massless lightest SUSY particle
(LSP). The e�ciency for stop pair production relative to
top quickly drops for mt̃ < mt, but it is still sizable for

Cross section (NNLO 
theory): studied by Czakon, 
Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, 
Weiler 1407.1043

ATLAS has now followed up on these two theoretical 
proposals with recent experimental publications: you’ll 
hear more about them in Frank Wuerthwein’s talk!

Spin correlations  
Han, Katz, Krohn, Reece ’14

AW

SM measurements vs. BSM
         see

��(l+l�)

Top cross section at NNLO 
Czakon, Mitov, Ruderman, Papucci, AW ’14[Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler ’14]

Hard to separate from SM tt ̅with kinematic cuts; 
use knowledge of tt ̅system instead

tt ̅spin correlations tt ̅cross section

(Only possible w/ NNLO precision)

These computations help us to constrain parton distribution functions,  get the 
top quark (pole) mass and the strong coupling constant, hunt  for broad(ish) 
resonances  that decay to tops and interfere with  continuum top pairs, and even 
help to exclude  the existence of elusive stops. 

 In other words, they are  instrumental for generating physics knowledge that 
would have been impossible to obtain otherwise.  
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I description of obs. included in fit improves,
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I Relative uncertainty on gluon-gluon lumi
at high MX shows remarkable reduction,
with inclusion of just 17 data points!

I di↵erential top data is very constraining
and perhaps can compete with jets

I surely one of the big motivations for tt̄?

[Czakon,Hartland,Mitov,Nocera,Rojo ’16]
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Precision in Production
The state-of-the-art

Andrew Papanastasiou tt̄ production (theory) 4/24

Important outcomes of [1606.03350] :

I detailed study of scale dependence through NNLO at fixed order

I dynamical scales crucial in multi-TeV regimes, however, how to pick
dynamical scale? (typically large di↵erences between choices)

I based on criterion of best (fastest) perturbative convergence, across full
ranges of distributions, the following scales were found to be optimal

µ =

(
MT /2, for pT (t), pT (t̄), pT (t)ave
HT /4, for all others studied (y(t), mtt̄, pT (tt̄), ytt̄)

I Note: �NNLO(µ = HT /4) ' �NNLO+NNLL(µ = mt)

I forms basis for scale choices in all NNLO studies that follow

I given scale uncertainty under control, in TeV-region leading uncertainty
now comes from PDFs (di↵erent sets giving v. di↵erent results!)

[Czakon,Heymes,Mitov ’16]

It is important not to drive the  question of choosing a  “proper scale” beyond 
what is reasonable.  By choosing “proper” scales we want to remove large higher 
order effects but we usually can’t remove higher order effects that are O(1).

Clearly, one can remove any scale dependence from a perturbative computation 
at a given order, by solving the corresponding  RG equation. We do not do that 
since  scale uncertainty tells us something about the un-calculated higher-order 
terms; this is one of the very few ways we have to estimate them.  

 Proper scales depend on kinematics and parton composition of an  event, e.g. tt
+2 partons, tt+1 parton, tt+0 partons  and their probable history of branchings. 
Parton showers know about this and employ  “proper  scales” in describing 
those branching histories.   

Are there  right renormalization 
and/or  factorization scales? 
What are they?  How do we find 
them? How is the scale uncertainty  
distributed? 

Friday, September 22, 17



New trend --  an  emergent opportunity to work  with physical final states, i.e. 
use top quark decay products to define the process of interest.    This point 
appeared in many talks and  in different  incarnations. 

The basic approximation for studying the top quark processes is that of a narrow 
width approximation. This approximation is parametric; neglected corrections 
are suppressed by  the width over mass ratio, O(1%).   The NWA works always 
provided that you are not interested in the top quark invariant mass distribution  
-- effectively, the NWA integrates over all invariant masses.  

Precision top to the rescue
3

Process Yield
tt̄ 54000 + 3400

� 3600

Z/�⇤+jets 2800± 300
tV (single top) 2600± 180

tt̄V 80± 11
WW , WZ , ZZ 180± 65

Fake leptons 780± 780
Total non-tt̄ 6400± 860

Expected 60000 + 3500
� 3700

Observed 60424

t̃1
¯̃t1 7100± 1100

(m
t̃1
= 180 GeV, m

�̃

0
1
= 1 GeV)

TABLE I. Observed dilepton yield in data and the expected
SUSY and tt̄ signals and background contributions. Systematic
uncertainties due to theoretical cross sections and systematic un-
certainties evaluated for data-driven backgrounds are included in
the uncertainties.

likelihood fit is used to extract the spin correlation from
the �� distribution in data. This is done by defining a
coefficient fSM that measures the degree of spin correla-
tion relative to the SM prediction. The fit includes a linear
superposition of the �� distribution from SM tt̄ MC sim-
ulation with coefficient fSM, and from the tt̄ simulation
without spin correlation with coefficient (1 � fSM). The
e+e�, µ+µ� and e±µ⌥ channels are fitted simultaneously
with a common value of fSM, leaving the tt̄ normaliza-
tion free with a fixed background normalization. The tt̄
normalization obtained by the fit agrees with the theoret-
ical prediction of the production cross section [71] within
the uncertainties. Negative values of fSM correspond to an
anti-correlation of the top and antitop quark spins. A value
of fSM = 0 implies that the spins are uncorrelated and val-
ues of fSM > 1 indicate a degree of tt̄ spin correlation
larger than predicted by the SM.

Systematic uncertainties are evaluated by applying the fit
procedure to pseudo-experiments created from simulated
samples modified to reflect the systematic variations. The
fit of fSM is repeated to determine the effect of each sys-
tematic uncertainty using the nominal templates. The dif-
ference between the means of Gaussian fits to the results
from many pseudo-experiments using nominal and modi-
fied pseudo-data is taken as the systematic uncertainty on
fSM [102].

The various systematic uncertainties are estimated in the
same way as in Ref. [42] with the following exceptions:
since this analysis employs b-tagging, the associated un-
certainty is estimated by varying the relative normaliza-
tions of simulated b-jet, c-jet and light-jet samples. The
uncertainty due the choice of generator is determined by
comparing the default to an alternative tt̄ sample generated
with the POWHEG-BOX generator interfaced with PYTHIA.
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed �� distribution for the sum of the
three dilepton channels. The prediction for background (blue
histogram) plus SM tt̄ production (solid black histogram) and
background plus tt̄ prediction with no spin correlation (dashed
black histogram) is compared to the data and to the result of
the fit to the data (red dashed histogram) with the orange band
representing the total systematic uncertainty on fSM. Both the
SM tt̄ and the no spin correlation tt̄ predictions are normalized
to the NNLO cross section including next-to-next-to-leading-
logarithm corrections [71, 72] (the theory uncertainty of 7% on
this cross section is not displayed). The prediction for t̃1¯̃t1 pro-
duction (m

t̃1
= 180 GeV and m

�̃

0
1

= 1 GeV) normalized to
the NLO cross section including next-to-leading-logarithm cor-
rections [101] plus SM tt̄ production plus background is also
shown (solid green histogram). The lower plot shows those dis-
tributions (except for background only) divided by the SM tt̄ plus
background prediction.

The uncertainty due to the parton shower and hadroniza-
tion model is determined by comparing two tt̄ samples
generated by ALPGEN, one interfaced with PYTHIA and
the other one interfaced with HERWIG. The uncertainty on
the amount of initial- and final-state radiation (ISR/FSR) in
the simulated tt̄ sample is assessed by comparing ALPGEN
events, showered with PYTHIA, with varied amounts of
ISR and FSR. As in Ref. [42], the size of the variation is
compatible with the recent measurements of additional jet
activity in tt̄ events [103]. The Wt normalization is var-
ied within the theoretical uncertainties of the cross-section
calculation [86], and the sensitivity to the interference be-
tween Wt production and tt̄ production at NLO is stud-
ied by comparing the predictions of POWHEG-BOX with
the diagram-removal (baseline) and diagram-subtraction
schemes [85, 104]. As in Ref. [42], the uncertainty due
to the top quark mass is evaluated but not included in the
systematic uncertainties, since it would have no significant

4

Source of uncertainty �fSM
Detector modeling

Lepton reconstruction ±0.01
Jet energy scale ±0.02

Jet reconstruction ±0.01
Emiss

T < 0.01
Fake leptons < 0.01
b-tagging < 0.01

Signal and background modeling
Renormalization/factorization scale ±0.05

MC generator ±0.03
Parton shower and fragmentation ±0.06

ISR/FSR ±0.06
Underlying event ±0.04

Color reconnection ±0.01
PDF uncertainty ±0.05

Background ±0.01
MC statistics ±0.04

Total systematic uncertainty ±0.13
Data statistics ±0.05

TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on fSM in the
combined dilepton final state.

impact on the results.
The sizes of the systematic uncertainties in terms of

�fSM are listed in Table II. The total systematic uncer-
tainty is calculated by combining all systematic uncertain-
ties in quadrature.

The measured value of fSM for the combined fit is 1.20
± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst). This agrees with previous re-
sults from ATLAS using data at a center-of-mass energy of
7 TeV [41, 42], and compares to the best previous mea-
surement using �� of fSM = 1.19 ± 0.09 (stat) ±
0.18 (syst) [42]. It also agrees with the SM prediction
to within two standard deviations.

This agrees with previous results from ATLAS using
data at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [41, 42] and
agrees with the SM prediction to within two standard devi-
ations. An indirect extraction of Ahelicity can be achieved
by assuming that the tt̄ sample is composed of top quark
pairs as predicted by the SM, but with varying spin corre-
lation. In that case, a change in the fraction fSM leads to a
linear change of Ahelicity (see also Ref. [42]), and a value
of the spin correlation strength in the helicity basis Ahelicity

at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV is obtained by apply-
ing the measured value of fSM as a multiplicative factor to
the SM prediction of ASM

helicity = 0.318± 0.005 [36]. This
yields a measured value of Ahelicity = 0.38± 0.04.

The measurement of the variable �� is also used to
search for top squark pair production with t̃1 ! t�̃0

1 de-

cays. The present analysis is sensitive both to changes in
the yield and to changes in the shape of the �� distribu-
tion caused by a potential admixture of t̃1¯̃t1 with the SM
tt̄ sample. An example is shown in Fig. 1, where the ef-
fect of t̃1¯̃t1 production in addition to SM tt̄ production and
backgrounds is compared to data. No evidence for t̃1

¯̃t1
production was found.

Limits are set on the top squark pair-production cross
section by fitting each bin of the �� distribution to the dif-
ference between the data and the SM prediction, varying
the top squark signal strength µ. In contrast to the mea-
surement of fSM where the tt̄ cross section is varied in the
fit, here the tt̄ cross section is fixed to its SM value [71].
In addition, a systematic uncertainty of 7% is introduced,
composed of factorization and renormalization scale varia-
tion, top quark mass uncertainty, PDF uncertainty and un-
certainty in the measurement of the beam energy. All other
sources of systematic uncertainty are identical to ones in
the measurement of fSM. All shape-dependent modeling
uncertainties on the SUSY signal are found to be negligi-
ble. The limits are determined using a profile likelihood
ratio in the asymptotic limit [105], using nuisance parame-
ters to account for the theoretical and experimental uncer-
tainties.
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FIG. 2. Expected and observed limits at 95% CL on the top
squark pair-production cross section as a function of m

t̃1
, for

pair-produced top squarks t̃1 decaying with 100% branching ratio
via t̃1 ! t�̃0

1 to predominantly right-handed top quarks, assum-
ing m

�̃

0
1
= 1GeV. The black dotted line shows the expected limit

with ±1 (green) and ±2 (green+yellow) standard deviation con-
tours, taking into account all uncertainties. The red dashed line
shows the theoretical cross section with uncertainties. The solid
black line gives the observed limit.

The observed and expected limits on the top squark

Little/no room left for light stops…

NLO computations for top 
pair production and single 
top in the narrow width 
approximation were 
performed long ago. They 
allow us to study top quark 
spin observables that can be 
inferred from kinematic 
properties of top decay 
products. 

Simple processes: striving for reality

Spin observables can be  used to constrain top 
EFTs, see talks by L. Moore and N. Castro.

Friday, September 22, 17
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Moving towards physical final states
Towards NNLO production & decay

Andrew Papanastasiou tt̄ production (theory) 19/24

I exact NNLO not yet available: ongoing work within Stripper

I recent work: approx-NNLO prod. [Broggio,AP,Signer ’14] with exact NNLO in
decay [Gao,Li,Zhu ’12] (& exact interferences): N̂NLO
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LHC 8 TeV

e±µ� channels

� �� �
pT (l±) > 25GeV, |�(l±)| < 2.5

pT (l±) > 30GeV, |�(l±)| < 2.4� �� �

I significant improvement in agreement of theory with measurements

I to see good agreement for both ATLAS and CMS fiducial volumes, must
include corrections in prod. & decay – including no corrections in decay
) cross section ⇠ 8% larger than full result, for CMS volume

[Gao,AP ’17]

Similar approach can be taken at NNLO -- everything is available, at least as a 
matter of principle.  Recent approximate result (approximate NNLO in top pair 
production and full NNLO in decay) allows one to compute  fiducial cross 
sections and compare them directly to experimental results.    

One of the interesting application of this result should be a re-evaluation of W-
helicity fractions measurement for fiducial regions actually used in experiment. 

Latest ATLAS measurements on top quark (tt) properties, TOP2017, 20th September 2017                                                   10      

W helicity measurement in top quark events  
 Result on helicity fractions 

Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 264 

Main systematic uncertainties : 
JES, JER, signal modelling (PDF, 
ME generator, ISR/FSR ...)

 public ATLAS page

results in agreement with expectations from SM

Latest ATLAS measurements on top quark (tt) properties, TOP2017, 20th September 2017                                                   9      

W helicity measurement in top quark events  
 Motivation

test V-A structure via angular observables : W helicity fractions
W bosons from top quark decays → longitudinal, left or right-handed polarisation

Strategy
measure the angular distribution of the decay products

select lepton+jets t  tt events, ≥1 b-tag 
use leptonic and hadronic W decay modes

leptonic: [e+μ] x [≥ 2b] → most sensitive mode
hadronic: [e+μ] x [1b + ≥ 2b]

t  tt reconstruction using KLFitter 
helicity fractions extracted using template fit

-

NNLO QCD calculation F
0
 = 0.687 ± 0.005   

                                      F
L
 = 0.311 ± 0.005    

                                      F
R
= 0.0017 ± 0.0001

θ� angle between down-type fermion (charged lepton or down-type quark) from W
and reversed direction of top quark, 
both in the W boson rest frame

Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 264 

 PRD81 111503 (2010) 
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✦ Effects of QCD corrections on cross sections within a fiducial volume 
at LHC 13 TeV

fiducial volume (1 family) 
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1 Introduction

jet pT >40GeV, |⌘| < 5

exactly 2 jets, 1 b jet

charged lepton pT > 30GeV

|⌘b| <2.4, |⌘l| < 2.4

(1.1)

– 1 –

3

tions at di↵erent perturbative orders, with scale varia-
tions shown in percentages. We vary the renormalization
and factorization scales µ

R

= µ

F

in the top-quark pro-
duction stage, and the renormalization scale in the decay
stage, independently by a factor of two around the nomi-
nal scale choice. The resulting scale variations are added
in quadrature to obtain the numbers shown in Table II.
We also show the QCD corrections from production and
decay separately as defined in Eq. (1). All results shown
in Table II are for the central scale choice m

t

, as for the
inclusive cross sections. The NNLO corrections from the
product of O(↵S) production and O(↵S) decay can be
derived by subtracting the above two contributions from
the full NNLO corrections.

Changes of the QCD corrections after all kinematic
cuts are applied are evident if one compares Table II
with Table I. Acceptance in the charged lepton, the b-
jet, and the non-b jet produce these changes, as well as
the jet veto. We call attention to the fact that the NLO
QCD corrections in production have changed to �19%.
The NLO corrections in decay further reduce the cross
sections by about 8%. At NNLO the correction in pro-
duction is still dominant and can reach �6%. The size
of the NNLO correction in decay is smaller by about a
factor of 2, and it almost cancels with the correction
from the product of one-loop production and one-loop
decay. Scale variations have been reduced to about ±1%
at NNLO. Scale variation bands at various orders do not
overlap with each other in general.

fiducial [pb] LO NLO NNLO

t quark
total 4.07+7.6%

�9.8% 2.95+4.1%
�2.2% 2.70+1.2%

�0.7%

corr. in pro. -0.79 -0.24

corr. in dec. -0.33 -0.13

t̄ quark
total 2.45+7.8%

�10% 1.78+3.9%
�2.0% 1.62+1.2%

�0.8%

corr. in pro. -0.46 -0.15

corr. in dec. -0.21 -0.08

TABLE II. Fiducial cross sections for top (anti-)quark produc-
tion with decay at 13 TeV at various orders in QCD with a
central scale choice of mt in both production and decay. The
scale uncertainties correspond to a quadratic sum of varia-
tions from scales in production and decay, and are shown in
percentages. Corrections from pure production and decay are
also shown.

With fiducial cuts applied, the jet veto introduces an-
other hard scattering scale of p

T,veto

= 40 GeV in addi-
tion to m

t

. Thus it may be appropriate to choose a QCD
scale of (p

T,veto

m

t

)1/2 ⇠ m

t

/2, especially at lower per-
turbative orders where the gluon splitting contributions
are absorbed into the bottom-quark PDF. Alternative re-
sults with a central scale choice of m

t

/2 in production,
with the central scale m

t

retained in the decay part, show

better convergence of the series although the NNLO pre-
dictions are almost unchanged.
In experimental analyses, the total inclusive cross sec-

tions are usually determined through extrapolation of the
fiducial cross sections based on acceptance estimates ob-
tained from MC simulations. We can use the numbers
shown in Tables I and II to derive the parton-level ac-
ceptance at various orders. For top quark production,
the acceptances are 0.0283, 0.0214, and 0.0201 at LO,
NLO, and NNLO respectively. The NNLO corrections
can change the acceptance by 6% relative to the NLO
value. This change also propagates into the measurement
of the total inclusive cross section through extrapolation.
To compare our results with those in Ref. [24], we

calculated the NNLO total inclusive cross sections at 8
TeV using the same choices of parameters. We found a
di↵erence of ⇠ 1% on the NNLO cross sections. With
a refined comparison through private communications,
we traced the source of this discrepancy to NNLO
contributions associated with V

h

, with the b-quark
initial state. All other parts in the NNLO corrections
and all parts of the NLO contributions agree between
the two results within numerical uncertainties. It has
not been possible to further pin down the di↵erences.
We leave this issue for possible future investigation.

Di↵erential Distributions. We present di↵erential
distributions including NNLO corrections for top quark
production with decay. The e↵ects for top anti-quark
distributions are similar. As explained in the introduc-
tion, we neglect the cross-talk between incoming protons.
Such corrections, although will probably lead to di↵erent
kinematical shape dependence compared with the cor-
rections considered in this paper, will be suppressed by a
factor of 1/N2

c

. Nevertheless, it would be very interest-
ing to compute the cross-talk contribution in the future,
once the relevant techniques are developed. We believe
that the calculation presented in this paper represents
the best available results in the literature so far.
We present di↵erential distributions for top quark pro-

duction with decay. The e↵ects for top anti-quark distri-
butions are similar. The QCD corrections in production
for the pseudorapidity distribution of the non-b jet are
shown in Fig. 2 after all fiducial cuts are applied. Events
with two b-jets in the fiducial region are not included in
the plot. The corrections depend strongly on the pseudo-
rapidity. The NNLO corrections have a di↵erent shape
from those at NLO and can be even larger than the NLO
corrections in the regions of large pseudorapidity. The
transverse momentum distribution of the leading b-jet is
plotted in Fig. 3 with QCD corrections included only in
the decay. The corrections reach a maximum for p

T,b

of
about 90 GeV. Acceptance limitations explain the pecu-
liar shape of the distribution. We observe a reduction
in the hard scale variations in both Figs. 2 and 3, cal-
culated by varying the corresponding scales by a factor

total rate 
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Figure 28: Predicted transverse momentum distribution of the charged lepton and b-jet

system from t-channel single top-quark production at 13 TeV after fiducial cuts, including

corrections from production and decay respectively.
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Figure 29: Predicted lepton charge ratio as a function of the pseudo-rapidity (left plot),

and normalized angular distribution between the charged lepton and the non-b jet in the rest

frame of the top quark (right plot), from t-channel single top-quark production at 13 TeV

after fiducial cuts, including full corrections.
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✦ Effects of QCD corrections on cross sections within a fiducial volume 
at LHC 13 TeV

fiducial volume (1 family) 
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1 Introduction

jet pT >40GeV, |⌘| < 5

exactly 2 jets, 1 b jet

charged lepton pT > 30GeV

|⌘b| <2.4, |⌘l| < 2.4

(1.1)
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3

tions at di↵erent perturbative orders, with scale varia-
tions shown in percentages. We vary the renormalization
and factorization scales µ

R

= µ

F

in the top-quark pro-
duction stage, and the renormalization scale in the decay
stage, independently by a factor of two around the nomi-
nal scale choice. The resulting scale variations are added
in quadrature to obtain the numbers shown in Table II.
We also show the QCD corrections from production and
decay separately as defined in Eq. (1). All results shown
in Table II are for the central scale choice m

t

, as for the
inclusive cross sections. The NNLO corrections from the
product of O(↵S) production and O(↵S) decay can be
derived by subtracting the above two contributions from
the full NNLO corrections.

Changes of the QCD corrections after all kinematic
cuts are applied are evident if one compares Table II
with Table I. Acceptance in the charged lepton, the b-
jet, and the non-b jet produce these changes, as well as
the jet veto. We call attention to the fact that the NLO
QCD corrections in production have changed to �19%.
The NLO corrections in decay further reduce the cross
sections by about 8%. At NNLO the correction in pro-
duction is still dominant and can reach �6%. The size
of the NNLO correction in decay is smaller by about a
factor of 2, and it almost cancels with the correction
from the product of one-loop production and one-loop
decay. Scale variations have been reduced to about ±1%
at NNLO. Scale variation bands at various orders do not
overlap with each other in general.

fiducial [pb] LO NLO NNLO

t quark
total 4.07+7.6%

�9.8% 2.95+4.1%
�2.2% 2.70+1.2%

�0.7%

corr. in pro. -0.79 -0.24

corr. in dec. -0.33 -0.13

t̄ quark
total 2.45+7.8%

�10% 1.78+3.9%
�2.0% 1.62+1.2%

�0.8%

corr. in pro. -0.46 -0.15

corr. in dec. -0.21 -0.08

TABLE II. Fiducial cross sections for top (anti-)quark produc-
tion with decay at 13 TeV at various orders in QCD with a
central scale choice of mt in both production and decay. The
scale uncertainties correspond to a quadratic sum of varia-
tions from scales in production and decay, and are shown in
percentages. Corrections from pure production and decay are
also shown.

With fiducial cuts applied, the jet veto introduces an-
other hard scattering scale of p

T,veto

= 40 GeV in addi-
tion to m

t

. Thus it may be appropriate to choose a QCD
scale of (p

T,veto

m

t

)1/2 ⇠ m

t

/2, especially at lower per-
turbative orders where the gluon splitting contributions
are absorbed into the bottom-quark PDF. Alternative re-
sults with a central scale choice of m

t

/2 in production,
with the central scale m

t

retained in the decay part, show

better convergence of the series although the NNLO pre-
dictions are almost unchanged.
In experimental analyses, the total inclusive cross sec-

tions are usually determined through extrapolation of the
fiducial cross sections based on acceptance estimates ob-
tained from MC simulations. We can use the numbers
shown in Tables I and II to derive the parton-level ac-
ceptance at various orders. For top quark production,
the acceptances are 0.0283, 0.0214, and 0.0201 at LO,
NLO, and NNLO respectively. The NNLO corrections
can change the acceptance by 6% relative to the NLO
value. This change also propagates into the measurement
of the total inclusive cross section through extrapolation.
To compare our results with those in Ref. [24], we

calculated the NNLO total inclusive cross sections at 8
TeV using the same choices of parameters. We found a
di↵erence of ⇠ 1% on the NNLO cross sections. With
a refined comparison through private communications,
we traced the source of this discrepancy to NNLO
contributions associated with V

h

, with the b-quark
initial state. All other parts in the NNLO corrections
and all parts of the NLO contributions agree between
the two results within numerical uncertainties. It has
not been possible to further pin down the di↵erences.
We leave this issue for possible future investigation.

Di↵erential Distributions. We present di↵erential
distributions including NNLO corrections for top quark
production with decay. The e↵ects for top anti-quark
distributions are similar. As explained in the introduc-
tion, we neglect the cross-talk between incoming protons.
Such corrections, although will probably lead to di↵erent
kinematical shape dependence compared with the cor-
rections considered in this paper, will be suppressed by a
factor of 1/N2

c

. Nevertheless, it would be very interest-
ing to compute the cross-talk contribution in the future,
once the relevant techniques are developed. We believe
that the calculation presented in this paper represents
the best available results in the literature so far.
We present di↵erential distributions for top quark pro-

duction with decay. The e↵ects for top anti-quark distri-
butions are similar. The QCD corrections in production
for the pseudorapidity distribution of the non-b jet are
shown in Fig. 2 after all fiducial cuts are applied. Events
with two b-jets in the fiducial region are not included in
the plot. The corrections depend strongly on the pseudo-
rapidity. The NNLO corrections have a di↵erent shape
from those at NLO and can be even larger than the NLO
corrections in the regions of large pseudorapidity. The
transverse momentum distribution of the leading b-jet is
plotted in Fig. 3 with QCD corrections included only in
the decay. The corrections reach a maximum for p

T,b

of
about 90 GeV. Acceptance limitations explain the pecu-
liar shape of the distribution. We observe a reduction
in the hard scale variations in both Figs. 2 and 3, cal-
culated by varying the corresponding scales by a factor

total rate 
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Figure 28: Predicted transverse momentum distribution of the charged lepton and b-jet

system from t-channel single top-quark production at 13 TeV after fiducial cuts, including

corrections from production and decay respectively.
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Figure 29: Predicted lepton charge ratio as a function of the pseudo-rapidity (left plot),

and normalized angular distribution between the charged lepton and the non-b jet in the rest

frame of the top quark (right plot), from t-channel single top-quark production at 13 TeV

after fiducial cuts, including full corrections.
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When jet vetoes are involved,  QCD corrections to fiducial and total cross 
sections become very different, so computations with top decays become 
indispensable.  The case in point is the single-top production. 

Friday, September 22, 17



Another exciting  development are computations that go beyond the narrow 
width approximation;  they fully include resonance and non-resonance 
contributions and their interferences through NLO QCD.  The very appearance 
of these computations  is the result of enormous progress in our ability to 
compute radiative corrections to  hard scattering process -- none of these 
computations were possible even a decade ago (the NLO revolution). 

The off-shell effects are often small. However,  it must be like that if you have 
chosen your top samples properly.  So what is the virtue of going through all the 
pain to get them? 

The point is  that the very discussion of  the “top quark production” introduces 
unphysical objects (tops) into our (ever more sophisticated) enterprise. Instead, 
fully off-shell computations allow us (you) to define top quarks (and related 
processes) operationally,  using kinematics and selection  cuts (no more things 
like diagram removal or diagram subtraction).   It is this feature that changes the 
quality of theoretical predictions and makes them infinitely closer to the real 
(experimental) world. 

Friday, September 22, 17
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I NLO corrections to e+⌫eµ
�⌫̄µbb̄+X known

I recently: NLO corrections to e+⌫eµ
�⌫̄µbb̄j +X [Bevilaqua,Hartando,Krauss,Worek ’15,16’]

[5FS: Bevilaqua et al, Denner et al, Heinrich et al
4FS: Frederix, Cascioli et al]
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Bayu Hartanto (IPPP Durham) O↵-Shell tt̄j Production ... August 28, 2017 13 / 20

I o↵shell & nonresonant e↵ects very
small for large class of obs.

I excellent performance of NWA,
when NLO corrections to prod &
decay included

I Notice: NLO-production with
LO-decay not a good approx. of
full result (shape & norm.)

From B. Hartando’s talk @ QCD@LHC2017

[Bevilaqua,Hartando,Krauss,Schulze,Worek – in preparation]
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I near kinematic thresholds / edges
of distributions, o↵shell e↵ects
become crucial

I good description of these phase
space regions relies on top kept
o↵shell
) NWA fails (not designed to
capture these e↵ects)

From B. Hartando’s talk @ QCD@LHC2017

[Bevilaqua,Hartando,Krauss,Schulze,Worek – in preparation]
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Generators for tt̄

I MC@NLO Frixione,Webber,P.N. and POWHEG-hvq
Frixione,Ridolfi,P.N.. Include NLO radiation in production.
hvq: User-Processes-V2/hvq

I The above with Shower Monte Carlo that do MEC corrections
to top decay (Pythia8, Herwig7).

I tt̄ dec Campbell,Ellis,Re,P.N.. Includes exact spin
correlations and NLO corrections in decay in NWA.
User-Processes-V2/ttb NLO dec

I bb̄4l Ježo,Lindert,Nason,Oleari,Pozzorini,P.N. 2016 Includes
exact NLO matrix element for pp ! l ⌫̄l ¯̀⌫`bb̄, thus finite
width e↵ects and interference between radiation in production
and decay is included.
User-Processes-RES/b bbar 4l

19 / 55

Another example where exact final states were recently introduced is the 
POWHEG resonance-aware parton shower matching.  Results for bWbW 
production seem to confirm   that the narrow width approximation with QCD 
corrections to the decay should  be an adequate approximation for the extraction 
of the top quark mass from the  reconstructed final state.    

Can these implementations help to  improve the precision of the  top quark  
width measurement  that use beyond-the-end-point events?  

b_bbar_4l
ttb_NLO_dec

hvq

Pythia8, POWHEG-hvq - POWHEG-bb̄4l comparison

We compare the new bb̄4l NLO+PS generator with the old hvq,
using Pythia8 for the shower.
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I near kinematic thresholds / edges
of distributions, o↵shell e↵ects
become crucial

I good description of these phase
space regions relies on top kept
o↵shell
) NWA fails (not designed to
capture these e↵ects)

From B. Hartando’s talk @ QCD@LHC2017

[Bevilaqua,Hartando,Krauss,Schulze,Worek – in preparation]

Latest ATLAS measurements on top quark (tt) properties, TOP2017, 20th September 2017                                                   8      

Top quark width 
Motivation

direct measurement, model independent

Strategy
select lepton+jets t  tt events, ≥4 jets, ≥1 b-tag
reconstruction using Kinematic Likelihood Fitter
KLFitter 
8 regions: (e/μ) x (=1b, ≥2b) x (4 jets with |η|≤1, 
at least 1 jet with |η|>1)
template fit

leptonic : m
lb
  

hadronic : ΔR
min(b,q)

 (b-jet - closest light jet) 

 

 

G
top

= 1.76  0.33 (stat)        (syst) GeV 

assuming m
top

=172.5 GeV

consistent with G
top

(SM)~1.32 GeV

 Main systematic uncertainties : 
Jet energy scale (JES), 
Jet energy resolution (JER),  
signal modelling (ME generator)

+0.79
-0.68

first direct measurement in ATLAS (rel. prec. 50%) 

 Result

 

arXiv:1709.04207

NIM A748 (2014) 18-25

See poster by R. Torres 
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Precision

In EFT, predictions can be systematically improved.

Top EFT with full set of 
dim-6 operators is being 
pushed to NLO in QCD, 

by means of  
automated and matched 

MC tools

[Degrande, Maltoni, Wang, CZ, 15]
[G. Durieux, F. Maltoni, CZ, 14]
[D. B. Franzosi, CZ, 15]

FCNC

tt
[CZ, 16]

[Bylund, Maltoni, Tsinikos, Vryonidou, CZ, 16]
[Maltoni, Vryonidou, CZ, 16]

single t

tt+Z/γ
tt+H

O(1) +O(↵s) +O(1/⇤2) +O(↵s/⇤
2) + · · ·

Complete SMEFT implementation ongoing 
(Degrande, Durieux, Maltoni, Mimasu, Vryonidou, CZ) 

7

A systematic way to study top quark properties is provided by an EFT extension 
of the Standard Model. We  add  dim-6 operators to the SM Lagrangian and 
require that those operators satisfy all the symmetries of the SM.  As the result -- 
dramatic increase in the number of couplings a.k.a. Wilson coefficients.   

EFT @ 2010
S. Willenbrock,  Top 2010

Top couplings: deciphering the unknown
Talks by M. Schulze, E. Vryonidou, C.Zhang, A. Ferroglia, L. Moore, J. Panico, J. Santiago
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Note, however, that the EFT description is only relevant for  strongly interacting UV 
completions, given the mass scales that have been directly probed at the LHC. In 
other words, not all your favorite models are covered  by this description. 

  

Top quark electroweak couplings

•  Anomalous couplings can enter in various production and decay stages

•  SU(2)xU(1) symmetry relates the le?-handed couplings

10/17

EFT today: Global fit [Buckley, Englert, Ferrando, Miller, Moore, Russell, White, 16]

Tevatron + LHC Run I summary: 
No significant deviation
Still early stage in LHC program
Many measurements dominated by 
statistics
Improvements expected for HL

6

However, in composite models,  
deviations  in  ttH and ttV couplings can 
still be O(10-20) and O(10) percent 
respectively. This is an interesting number 
since experimental measurements with 
such a precision  are almost already 
happening. 
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E.Vryonidou

Impact of ttH on constraining dim-6

19

Use ttH
Use boosted Higgs

Degrande et al 1205.1065

See also  
Grojean et al. arXiv:1312.3317 
Azatov et al arXiv:1608.00977

Use inclusive H with 1) ttH and 2) 
boosted H production to break 

degeneracy between Otφ and OφG 
operators

Maltoni, EV, Zhang arXiv:1607.05330

An overarching idea of the EFT approach is to perform a global fit of all the 
Wilson coefficients at once, using available data.  An example of how this may  
eventually work is shown here, where three measurements over-constrain 
Wilson coefficients of two effective operators including one that  describes  
modification of Higgs-Yukawa coupling; HL-LHC will allow for their precise 
determination.
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Experimental results for ttV cross sections are becoming  O(10-30) percent 
accurate. Matching the theory prediction to such a precision requires working 
with physical final state and computing signals through NLO QCD.  

Francisco Yumiceva                 Sep’178

Cross Section Results
�tt̄Z = 1.00+0.09

�0.08(stat.)
+0.12
�0.10(sys.) pb

�tt̄W = 0.80+0.12
�0.11(stat.)

+0.13
�0.12(sys.) pb

�tt̄W+ = 0.58+0.09
�0.09(stat.)

+0.09
�0.08(sys.) pb

�tt̄W� = 0.19+0.07
�0.07(stat.)

+0.06
�0.06(sys.) pb

Simultaneous Fit 
of ttW and ttZ consisted 
with 1D fits.
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 Measuring the top-photon coupling from tT+photon sample forces us to 
recognize that top decays radiately.  One needs to suppress this contribution 
using kinematic selection criteria. 

  

Associated production: ttbar+γ

• Feature:             introduces additional radiative decays

• Dominant decay contribution does not arise from collinearly enhanced photons!

A) γ emission before top goes on-shell B) γ emission a&er top goes on-shell

• More than half of the total cross section from contribution B) 

1 4 / 1 7  
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Top quark electroweak couplings

•  Anomalous couplings can enter in various production and decay stages

•  SU(2)xU(1) symmetry relates the le?-handed couplings

• Weak dipole couplings arise radiatively in the SM 
   and they are small.

[Hollik,Jose,Rigolin,Schappacher,Stöckinger]

[Shabalin,Khriplovich,Czarnecki,Krause] 10/17

[Martinez,Perez,Poveda]

E.Shabalina#C#DV#produc/on#in#ATLAS#C#Top#2017#20/09/2017

Results
Fiducial#region#

same#as#at#reconstruc*on#level#but#no#
ETmiss#and#mT

W#cuts##
Theory#predic*on#

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO#2.1.0#+#Pythia#6##
LO#including#!γ#decay#with#μ=2mtop#

photon#pT>15#GeV,#|η|<5#
corrected#by#k#factor:#1.90±0.25±0.12##
ra*o#of#NLO#calcula*on#at#μ=mtop#to#LO#
Madgraph#at#μ=2mtop

21

Source Relative uncertainty [%]

Hadron-fake template 6.3
e ! � fake 6.3
Jet energy scale 4.9
W�+jets 4.0
Z�+jets 2.8
Initial- and final-state radiation 2.2
Luminosity 2.1
Photon 1.4
Single top+� 1.2
Muon 1.2
Electron 1.0
Scale uncertainty 0.6
Parton shower 0.6

Statistical uncertainty 5.1

Total uncertainty 13

σfid#=#139±7#(stat)±17#(syst)#Ä#
σtheory#=#151#±#24#Ä

arXiv:1706.03046 [hep-ex]
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E.Vryonidou

at NLO+PS

12

tt̄bb̄
NLO+PS for ttbb (4F, massive b’s) 
1- and 2b-jet observables NLO accurate

Cascioli et al: arXiv:1309.5912

NLO+PS findings: 
• Large enhancement wrt fixed-

order in the Higgs region (~30%) 
• Due to secondary g     bb 

splittings in the shower 
(eliminated when turning off g to 
bb in the shower) 

• Need to carefully assess 
matching & shower uncertainties 
for the sensitive b-observables

Searches for ttH(bb) final state require understanding of the  ttbb background. 
This turns out to be quite difficult  --  when fixed order computations are 
combined with parton showers excess in high-invariant mass bb pairs appears.
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To extract the coupling, the  ttH signal should also be known precisely.  The 
resummed (soft emissions) result for ttH final state is now available, as well as 
the mixed NLO QCD + EW corrections.  All in all, theoretical computations for 
ttH  seems to be progressing  fast and already reach a very impressive degree of 
sophistication.tTH distributions at NLO+NNLLtTH distributions at NLO+NNLL

NLO+NNLL distributions overlap with the upper part of the NLO bands. 
The NLO+NNLL bands are narrower than the NLO bands 

NLO+NNLL distributions overlap with the upper part of the NLO bands. 
The NLO+NNLL bands are narrower than the NLO bands 

NLO QCD & EW accuracy

NLO QCD & EW for pp ! tt̄h with SHERPA +RECOLA/COLLIER

[ B i e d e rm a n n e t a l . Eu r. P h y s . J . C 77 ( 2 0 1 7 ) 4 9 2 ]

c o n s i d e r Q CD p r o d u c t i o n , i .e .

LO ⌘ O(↵ 2
s↵)

NLO Q CD ⌘ O(↵ 3
s↵)

NLO EW ⌘ O(↵ 2
s↵

2 )

SHERPA+RECOLA
LHC

p
s = 13 TeV

pp ! tt̄H
NLO QCD
LO
NLO QCD+EW
NLO QCD⇥EW
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,! Recola/Collier f o r Q CD/EW o n e -l o o p a m p l i t u d e s
[ A c t i s e t a l . C o m p u t . P h y s . C o m m u n . 214 ( 2 0 1 7 ) 1 4 0 ] [ D e n n e re t a l . C o m p u t . P h y s . C o m m u n . 212 ( 2 0 1 7 ) 2 2 0 ]

,! v a l i d a t i o n a g a i n s t S HER P A +OP ENLOOP S & MG5 aMC@NLO
[ L e s H o u c h e s 2 0 1 5 : a rX i v : 1 6 0 5 . 0 4 6 9 2 ]
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NLO QCD & EW accuracy

NLO QCD & EW for pp ! tt̄h with SHERPA +RECOLA/COLLIER

[Biedermann et al. Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 492]

consider QCD production, i.e.

LO ⌘ O(↵2
s↵)

NLO QCD ⌘ O(↵3
s↵)

NLO EW ⌘ O(↵2
s↵

2)
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,! Recola/Collier for QCD/EW one-loop amplitudes
[Actis et al. Comput. Phys. Commun. 214 (2017) 140] [Denner et al. Comput. Phys. Commun. 212 (2017) 220]

,! validation against SHERPA +OPENLOOPS & MG5 aMC@NLO
[Les Houches 2015: arXiv:1605.04692]
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Top-quark pair + H (or W/Z)Top-quark pair + H (or W/Z): : 
NLO+NNLL (soft-limit) results NLO+NNLL (soft-limit) results 

  
Total cross section Total cross section 

++
Four differential distributions Four differential distributions 

A. Broggio, AF, G. Ossola, B.D. Pecjak, R. Sameshima, L.L. Yang

JHEP 1609 (2016) 089 [arXiv:1607.05303] 

JHEP 1702 (2017) 127 [arXiv:1611.00049] 

JHEP 1704 (2017) 105 [arXiv:1702.00800]
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Progress in connecting top quark signals at the LHC with the underlying Lagrangians 
has been enormous.  

We are able to provide theoretical predictions for fiducial volume cross sections at 
various levels of sophistication; they can be directly  contrasted with experiments. 

We have learned how to use these results  to look for  physics beyond the Standard 
Model, sometimes in unorthodox ways. 

We are exploring the many  top quark couplings in a systematic  way and will 
continue to do so in a close collaboration between  theorists and experimentalists. 

Conclusions
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Conclusions

I guess the only problem is that top quark physics is still too complex, it involves 
too many numbers.  As I said at the beginning of this talk, our grand goal is to 
reduce them to a bare minimum.  Hopefully, we will  see the day when the top 
quark  will be indeed described by just two numbers, confirming  what the wise 
“famous relativist” knew all along. 
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Many thanks to the participants for making this meeting interesting, informative and  
exciting!   

Many thanks to  the organizers for creating such a pleasant and inspiring 
atmosphere!

Thanks !

Many thanks to the participants for making 
this meeting interesting, informative and 
exciting!

Many thanks to the organizers for creating
pleasant and inspiring atmosphere in this 
beautiful place!
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